Comparative evaluation of preclinical in vivo models for the assessment of replicating retroviral vectors for the treatment of glioblastoma.
Despite impressive improvements in neurosurgical techniques, radiation and chemotherapy during the past few years, little progress has been made in the treatment of malignant gliomas. Recently, the efficacy of suicide gene therapy based on replication-competent retroviral (RCR) vectors as delivery vehicles for the therapeutic gene has been described in the treatment of experimental cancer, including gliomas. In this study, we have thus critically evaluated a panel of human and rodent glioma/glioblastoma cell lines (U-87MG, U-118MG, LN-18, LN-229, 8-MG-BA, 42-MG-BA, A-172, T-98G, UVW, C6, 9L, G-26, GL-261, Tu-2449, Tu-9648) with respect to RCR virus vector spread, sensitivity towards the cytosine deaminase (CD)/5-flurocytosine (5-FC)/5-flurouracil (5-FU) suicide system, and orthotopic growth characteristics in mice to identify suitable preclinical animal models for the development of a glioblastoma gene therapy. Rapid virus spread was observed in eight out of nine human cell lines tested in vitro. As expected, only CD-expressing cells became sensitive to 5-FC, due to their ability to convert the prodrug in its toxic form, 5-FU. All LD(50) values were within the range of concentrations obtained in human body fluids after conventional antifungal 5-FC administration. In addition, a significant bystander effect was observed in all human glioma cell lines tested. Injection of the RCR vector into pre-established orthotopic mouse tumor xenografts revealed substantial infection and virus spread of tumor tissue from most cell types.